Volpe Working Group – Meeting #6 – April 13, 2017, 5:30–8:00 PM

AGENDA (with approximate start times)

5:30 PM Welcome, Announcements & Updates

5:40 PM Built Form Presentation/Discussion, Part 1:
  • Review of past discussion related to built form
  • Examples of built form
  • Discussion: How do contemporary buildings succeed or fail at ...
    ... creating a comfortable pedestrian experience?
    ... defining an enjoyable streetscape or square?
    ... providing an appropriate amount of sunlight and sky?
    ... complementing the character of older buildings?
    ... giving an area a memorable character?
    ... welcoming diverse segments of the population?
    ... making other positive contributions to the community?

6:40 PM Built Form Presentation/Discussion, Part 2:
  • Presentation on elements of built form
  • Discussion:

    What principles should guide built form on the Volpe site?

    What should the priority outcomes be?

7:40 PM Public Comment and Additional Discussion (as needed)